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Among the Equity Fund groups that stood out in late January were
China Equity Funds, which saw inflows climb to a two and a half year
high for the second consecutive week.

We have long viewed the 10-year Gilt yield as artificially low considering
CPI, inflation expectations and versus equity yield (see graphic). A 2%
handle would be more reasonable if it were not for Brexit uncertainty.

It's hard to be a bond bull when everyone everywhere is telling you it's
the end of the bond bull market, as if the rise from the absolute lows
100 plus bp ago and five Fed hikes wasn't enough.

More recently, investors have come to associate hedge funds,
long/short funds, and MLPs with alternatives. This evolution does not
look to be slowing.

While the January meeting undelivered in some respects versus the pre-
convene hawkish hype, the presser and Q&A still left many
contemplating a more feisty convene behind the scene.

One of the major deciding factors when it comes to the longevity of this 
dynamic will be relative monetary policy.

With Bitcoin’s recent sharp correction, a shift of fate appears to be
playing out, still inversely related, but this time in favor of Gold.

The Shanghai Stock Exchange is regaining its role as an active bond 
issuance center alongside the interbank market.

If the market believes faster inflation is on the way, this should reveal 
itself in higher Breakeven Rates (BEIRs).

Look to buy near the 200-Week MA for gains to 1.1909. Place stop
below 1.0591.

Buy into any near term corrective dips towards 1.250 for a rally
extension targeting 1.516/1.610, perhaps 1.732. Place a protective stop
under former resistance at 1.179.

Demand for bond funds exploded again in January despite months of
lackluster performance.
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Know the Flows

The Context

By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research

The month of January ended with EPFR-tracked Equity Funds
cementing their biggest monthly inflow on record as money kept
pouring into this fund group despite the sharp correction experienced
by global equity markets. Preliminary data indicates that net flows to
all Equity Funds during the first month of the New Year came in around
$100 billion, well ahead of the previous record high of $77 billion set in
January 2013.

Among the Equity Fund groups that stood out in late January were
China Equity Funds, which saw inflows climb to a two and a half year
high for the second consecutive week as investors scrambled to build
positions ahead of the Chinese New Year in mid-February. Other Asia
ex-Japan Country Fund groups also recorded strong inflows, with
commitments to Indonesia and India Equity Funds hitting levels last
seen in 2Q17 and 1Q06 respectively.

Elsewhere, both of the major multi-asset fund groups - Balanced and
Total Return Funds - took in over $1 billion and Inflation Protected
Bond Funds extended their recent run of above average inflows.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds took in $25.6 billion during the
week ending Jan. 31 while Bond Funds absorbed $5.7 billion and
Alternative Funds $1.3 billion. Money Market Funds, meanwhile, saw
over $44 billion flow out. That represented their biggest collective
outflow since late 3Q16.

At the single country fund level Italy Equity Funds posted outflows for
the 13th time in the past 14 weeks, UK Equity Funds experienced their
heaviest redemptions since 3Q16, flows into Greece Equity Funds
climbed a seven-month high and Belgium Bond Funds extended an
outflow streak stretching back to mid-July.

For further information on EPFR, please visit:
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr

Money continued pouring into EPFR-tracked Technology Sector Funds
during the final week of January as investors positioned themselves
ahead of the 4Q17 earnings reports from US bellwethers Facebook,
Microsoft, Amazon and Google. Having set a new inflow record the
previous week, this Sector Fund group attracted another $1.3 billion.
Investors also committed over $1 billion to Financial Sector Funds and
redeemed between $56 million and $707 million from Utilities,
Consumer Goods, Healthcare, Industrial and Real Estate Sector Funds.

While daily data showed flows into Technology Sector Funds hitting a
record high late in the reporting period, word that one of those major
technology plays has plans for US healthcare saw flows to Healthcare
Sector Funds stumble on the final day of the reporting period. Of the
five funds experiencing the heaviest redemptions, three had
biotechnology mandates. In performance terms, funds dedicated to the
Asia Pacific region have done best in recent months.

Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Sauce For The Bond Goose And Equity Gander

The Context

By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

It's hard to be a bond bull when everyone everywhere is telling you it's
the end of the bond bull market, as if the rise from the absolute lows
100 plus bp ago and five Fed hikes wasn't enough. Just about
everything is about rising bond yields. Front page headlines read like
the WSJ's “Government Bonds Swoon World-wide" and the FT's “Bond
investors' dash for the doors fuels concern about strength of equities
rally" and those are merely the tip of the iceberg.

I, too, find myself in the bearish camp though am starting to ease back
on that a bit as it's getting crowded. That doesn't mean I'm not still a
bit bearish with my 10-yr rate call of 2.85% (I'll even contemplate 3%),
but the speed with which yields have risen and the relative lack of really
new information that's driven the market so far this year does suggest
to me it's become about momentum and momentum runs its course.
Give me another 20-30 bp or so and I will mean revert to my bullish
foundation of the prior 30 years.

On my mind is much of the stuff in the ensuing sections; the need by
consumers to spend from savings and the illogic of retail buying into the
equity rally sort of late in the game. I'm not early on thinking bullish
thoughts as I'm not yet bullish, but I eye the retreat in yields with a
similar salivation the way I'd eye stocks on a 20% correction. I mean,
again (at least I'm consistent), ultimately Fed hikes and higher rates out
the curve will take a toll. Speaking of toll, brother, have you seen the
Home Builder's Index? It was already under pressure when we saw the
recent home sales data and there are pretty somber expectations for
housing over the balance of the year given the change in the tax code
and, presumably, rise in yields.

Speaking of the dollar, there's are a lot of questions out there about its
weakness, but I'll risk some ideas. Note, I'm aware what I'm about to

say will provoke the sort of responses I've been getting when I criticize
the Trump Administration (“She lost the election, it's over" is typical,
but I submit I never got such feedback when I criticized Obama - I'm fair
and balanced) but here it goes.

The dollar's weakness started late in 2016 despite just having had a Fed
hike and continued through 2017 despite three more hikes to say
nothing of a rousing stock market and higher yields to boot. To be fair,
sentiment for the dollar was well overbought at the end of 2016 and
that was reason alone to have concern. Still, I can't extract the tone of
the Trump Administration from the dollar's behavior. I don't see it as a
protest by foreigners, but discomfort whether it's tariff and trade
policies, inconsistencies, whatever. Oh, and I've voted for both parties
over the course of my adult life so I'm hardly just spewing the
Democratic liberal agenda behind the guise of charts and all. Ask Mitt
Romney about me when we both lived in Boston.

Back to Index Page
This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/78392/Ader_Musings_-_2_February_2018.pdf
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Alternatives Provide Multiple Benefits to Investors

The Context

By Ryan Nauman, VP, Product and Market Strategist, IIS

Back to Index Page
This is an excerpt from Ryan’s piece . For the full article, please click HERE.

The perception of alternative investments has evolved over time.
Initially, alternatives primarily referred to hard assets, such as precious
metals, agricultural commodities, oil and real estate. More recently,
investors have come to associate hedge funds, long/short funds, and
MLPs with alternatives. This evolution does not look to be slowing, as
investors continue to gain awareness to the benefits of alternative
investments and the category continues to broaden.

According to PWC’s, “Alternative Asset Management 2020” report,
alternative assets are expected to increase from $7.9tn in 2013 to
$13.6tn, with the potential to hit $15.3tn by 2020, as investors continue
to seek diversification and long-term alpha. Public pensions and
sovereign investors have been increasing their exposure to alternatives
for some time now, while retail investors have benefited from increased
accessibility due to product innovation, for example, liquid alternatives
in ‘’40 Act fund wrappers.

As yields continue to stay suppressed and with an end to the bull
market on the horizon, the role alternatives play in retail investors’
portfolios will expand. Below we outline how alternatives can help
offset low intertest rates, while also increasing portfolio diversification.

The U.S. is experiencing a shift in demographics not seen before. While
baby boomers are retiring in droves, the fertility rate has slowed,
resulting in a decline in labor growth. This is placing downward
pressure on the economy’s long-term growth potential. Additionally,
suppressed inflation continues to hinder the Fed’s ability to increase
rates at a steeper pace. These factors, along with slower productivity
growth, will contribute to a new normal monetary policy, which
includes interest rates that are well below the levels experienced during
the 1990s and early 2000s.

Investors have been contending with historically low rates for nearly a

decade now, forcing financial advisors to hunt for yield in non-

traditional asset classes, such as alternatives, in order to provide the

needed income for their clients. Even though rates are expected to

gradually climb, this new normal will continue to place pressure on

financial advisors to locate investments that meet the income needs of

their clients.

The graph below highlights some alternative investments that financial

advisors can turn to when searching for higher yielding investments

during a low interest rate environment. Currently, MLP’s are offering a

hefty 7.7% yield, however, if your clients are uneasy regarding the

associated risks, they might be more receptive to preferred stocks,

which are yielding 6.11%. Domestic REITs may also provide the needed

income for your clients, as they are yielding north of 4%.
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https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ryan-nauman-alternatives-provide-multiple-benefits-to-investors
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How High Do Yields Need to Rise for Fund Investors to Care? 

The Context

By David Santschi, CEO, TrimTabs

Back to Index Page

Demand for bond funds exploded again in January despite months of
lackluster performance. Flows remained firmly positive right until the
very end of the month, suggesting the buying did not stem mostly from
year-end portfolio rebalancing.

Inflows into bond mutual funds reached an estimated $39.7 billion in
January, the highest monthly inflow since October 2009. Meanwhile,
inflows into bond exchange-traded funds hit a three-month high of $6.5
billion.

Bond funds took in a combined $46.2 billion in January, the third-
highest monthly inflow on record. The only larger inflows came in late
2009, in the wake of the global financial crisis.

Massive inflows into bond funds have persisted even though they fell
2.4% in the past five months, with losses in four of those five
months. What we believe has been driving the bond fund buying is
years of conditioning that central banks will eventually create the
money to buy whatever risky debt governments and companies want to
issue. It will probably take far more of a backup in yields than what
occurred in recent months to break this conditioning.
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It’s Getting Feisty At The ECB?

Back to Index Page

While the January meeting undelivered in some respects versus the
pre-convene hawkish hype, the presser and Q&A still left many
contemplating a more feisty convene behind the scenes - we have long
suspected growing GC tension. Even Draghi (a self-confessed dove)
acknowledged a tight labour market, and the risk for higher wages
threatens Staff Forecasts (for the March meeting) to release revised
higher inflation and growth in 2018/19 – to the latter, GDP can't keep
going at this rate and not eat up dwindling spare capacity, and not stoke
inflation.

We therefore remain steadfast bears on the entire curve (as we have
been since at least October 2017). While we hold OTM Bund option
puts (well in the money now as instigated when March Bunds at/above
161) we would rather add to positions on market rebounds. For the
ascent in the 10-year German yield, the pace has quickened, 0.75%
looks on the cards, and therefore we affirm our end-2018 target of 1%,
or higher.

Indeed, since the affirmed forward guidance statement, CB's Knot
asserted that QE 'must end soon', and sooner the better the clear
inference. The ECB was said to have reviewed the situation (on
inflation) and the message was not much had changed (versus
December). That said we/many noted a less dovish tone (on the Euro)
and inferred QE can end without reference to the single currency's
volatility, unwelcome as it is.

Draghi also acknowledged the rise in market-based inflation
expectations, (5-year/5-year forward inflation swap to almost 1.80%)
but that is not enough to change tack as asset purchases will still run to
September 2018, or beyond, and rather strangely can still be
'increased'. The only rationale: no significant, convincing signs of a
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All told, despite the Euro front-running some further stimulus
withdrawal/policy action, 2-10 year yields do not fully reflect a risk
premia for quicker normalisation. Post ECB, the 5-year Bobl reached 0%
- an important milestone if that can turn positive and stay above that
level. In the lead up to the March meeting, it will be interesting to hear
whether or not ECBers, and whom for that matter, kickback on the
change in rate hike pricing seen via a higher (equals faster and earlier)
Eur OIS curve (see above graph).

by Alvin Baker, Sovereign FI Manager

sustained rise in inflation (yet) which is still required, meaning an ample
degree of stimulus is needed to get it (the CPI) there, to just under 2%.
To counter this, the statement also noted that the core inflation rate is
seen rising over medium-term, with more conviction about reaching
remit, despite inflation hovering at current levels (1.4%).
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Brexit Uncertainty Continues to Suppress UK Bond Yields

The UK rates' curve has essentially done some pre-emptive tightening
for the BoE having responded to better than expected GDP in Q4 last
year. That set the ball rolling to allow the strip and 10-year Gilt yield to
follow the lightning speed of rising US yields - the latter also taking
some by surprise as the US economy appears to be firing on all
cylinders. Inflation worries/reflation (via US tax) policy has stoked the
fear of aggressive CB (Fed) tightening. This looks the main, but not only
reason behind the 25bp rise in the UK 10-year bond yield (from 1.20 to
1.45%). The Short Sterling rate strip has squeezed in expectations of 3
hikes in the next 3 years (versus guidance 2 before) and pricing 25bp in
H22018 - the Mar/Dec18 Short Stg spread 99.43 vs 99.09 resp. We
have long viewed the 10-year Gilt yield as artificially low considering
CPI, inflation expectations and versus equity yield (see graphic). A 2%
handle would be more reasonable if it were not for Brexit uncertainty.

The joker-in-the-pack therefore remains how inflation pans out along
with Brexit clarity - both probably needed at the same/similar time to
warrant an official BoE/MPC response. We suspect the Feb 8th QIR will
sound out a more hawkish message compared to Nov's - back then a
transition deal was still up in the air, and inflation had only just reached
3.1% (3% in Dec, Jan's to come post QIR). Carney had convinced most
investors/market participants to believe that rate rises will not only be
gradual and limited, but will be semi-conditional on an up to 2-year
Brexit transitional arrangement in place - still some work to be done as
EU says conditional on what kind of deal the UK wants post 2019.

by Alvin Baker, Sovereign FI Manager

While consumer confidence and business investment stays patchy, the
BoE is unlikely to pull the trigger in H1, but if the EU/London can get
down to rubber-stamping something the parties can stick to, the market
could bear-steepen a lot more - the Gilt yield to 1.50-1.65%
perhaps. The latest talk of some kind of Customs Union arrangement
seems a half-way house and to the dismay of ‘Brexiteers’ seeing the UK
inside the EU in all but name. Such a perceived agreement outcome
could herald a period of heightened political uncertainty, and see yields
capped.

Back to Index Page
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By Robert Graystone, Emerging Market Analyst

Japanese Investors Continue to Support Turkish Assets 

Back to Index Page

Using EPFR data, we revisit our analysis from November which
suggested that Japanese funds continue to support Turkish assets in
spite of geopolitical risks. Country allocation data shows Japan-
domiciled GEM Bond Funds reducing exposure to LatAm in favour of
other regions. Turkey in particular has benefitted from being a popular
investment target for Emerging Market investors, and is allocated an
average of 5.4% of assets across all GEM bond funds. This figure is
significantly higher for Japanese GEM funds though, where the latest
figures show that over 8% of all assets are allocated to Turkish bonds
(see below), and this has been the case for 16 of the last 18 months.

One of the major deciding factors when it comes to the longevity of this
dynamic will be relative monetary policy. The Turkish central bank’s
latest guidance indicates that the tight monetary policy stance will be
maintained decisively until the inflation outlook displays a significant
improvement, leaving the door open for further tightening if needed.
Meanwhile, inflation expectations in Japan have been heading higher
recently, as measured by the 10yr JGB breakeven rate which hit a 13-
month high in January. However, BoJ Governor Kuroda has consistently
reiterated the need for ultra-accommodative monetary policy.

Overall, it’s worth noting that the BoJ is likely to come under increasing
pressure to wind in its easing tools over the longer term. However, given
that we see little scope for major changes in relative monetary policy for
the time being, we would expect to see further inflows into Turkish
bonds from Japanese investors as they continue to look abroad for yield.

Additionally, the necessary FX exposure is clearly not seen as a major
deterrent for investors. TRY/JPY net longs are at a record high above
300k contracts according to Tokyo Financial Exchange. This has come
about despite the Lira losing ground against the Yen so far this year. In
fact, flows into Japan-domiciled Bond Funds with a mandate to invest
in Turkish assets hit a turning point at 2017-start and have continued
unabated, driven by high yields and relatively cheap valuations.
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Will Gold’s Lustre Be Revived By A Bitcoin Crash? 
By Jimmy Lee, IFI Tech Research Analyst 

Bitcoin’s sharp ascent and popularity in 2017 had analysts thinking out
loud on whether the cryptocurrency craze has taken away some of the
demand for Gold. However, with Bitcoin’s recent sharp correction from
December 2017, a shift of fate appears to be playing out, still inversely
related, but this time in favor of Gold.

As it is, Gold’s technical chart is looking favorable and this has also
started us questioning if:

1. Reverse flows from Bitcoin will disproportionately favour Gold.

2. A sharp end to the Bitcoin craze, and Usd800 billion cumulative
cryptocurrency market, could affect risk assets (mainly equities) and
highlight Gold as the risk hedge trade.

• Recent probe/breach of the resistance line of a multi month triangle
pattern unfolding between 1046.44 and 1375.34 could have
significant bullish connotations if we can get a sustained follow
through break.

• As this will likely fuel an upwards thrust through a 6 month high at
1375.34 (also near 38.2% (1381.42) retrace of 1921.17-1046.44 fall)
and likely confirm a long term low at 1046.44.

• Positively aligning MA’s, a still positive MACD above the 0 line and
positive momentum studies favor the eventual upside break

• Scope is seen for targets at 1484.48 (50%) and 1587.54 (61.8%)
ahead of the triangle breakout measured objective at 1678.78

• A move below the 36 week MA currently at 1282.89 will be the
initial signal that the rising momentum has waned, while a lapse
under 1236.55 will probably hint Gold’s sideways trading should
continue for an extended period.

Market watchers are keeping a close watch on both Bitcoin and VIX
(CBOE Volatility Index). It was observed earlier this year VIX spiked 15%
when bitcoin plunged, a warning on retail investors’ risk tolerance. This
is also a timely reminder that the global macro linkages that could crack
the “risk-on” environment could come from places least expected.

Chart A Spot Gold Weekly Technical Analysis

Here we should not underestimate the negative contagion impact of a
potential crash in the Usd800 billion Bitcoin market, especially given
that the cryptocurrency is a much covered topic by the media and one
which has enamored the general public. In effect, Bitcoin driven
volatility could translate into a further shift in mindset towards the safe
haven appeal of Gold.

Specifically, will a crash in Bitcoin be the final button to finally aid Gold’s
push above it’s multi month year sideways range between 1046.44-
1375.34?

The Context

Strategy: We look to buy on breaks above 1375.34 or on retrace towards
1302.00 (near 12 week MA) – 1285.00 (near 36 week MA) for 1587.54 –
1678.78. Place stops below 1236.55 or 1204.90

continued page 11
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Will Gold’s Lustre Be Revived By A Bitcoin Crash? 

• The current corrective phase off 19511 (18 Dec 2017) has already
exceeded 4 weeks (See Chart B), reaching a swing low at 9185.60 on
17 Jan 2018.

• If the market follows the conventional cycles of 2017, we should see
new highs within the next 7-8 weeks.

• The longer the market does not make a new high within the next 7-8
weeks, chances are more ominous outcomes will instead follow.

• A sharp break below 9185.60 could trigger that feared capitulation.

Technical Charts also Bearing down on Bitcoin

Chart B – Bitcoin (XBTUSD)

Chart C shows the eerily similar parabolic rise to Silver in 1979-80 vs
Bitcoin (silver prices scaled to overlay on bitcoin). Chart D shows the
subsequent capitulation in Silver in 1980. Incidentally, when the Hunt
brothers attempted to corner the Silver Market, at one point they
controlled about 33% of the world’s silver supply and as mentioned
above, 40% of Bitcoin is controlled by a mere 1000 bitcoin players.

Chart C – Bitcoin 2017-2018 vs Silver 1979-1980

Chart D – Silver 1979-1980

This is an excerpt from Jimmy’s longer piece. For the full article, please click HERE. 

The Context

The parabolic rise in Bitcoin has also been compared by market traders
to charts on the Tulip Bubble and the Hunt Brothers attempts in 1979-
80 to corner the Silver market.

Back to Index Page

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/78260/2018_02_01_Bitcoin_Gold_study.pdf
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Chinese Onshore Bonds Starting To Look More Attractive For Foreigners
By Tim Cheung, IGM Head 0f China; Riki Zhang, Analyst 

Hongshi Holding Group, a privately-owned cement maker, issued a
CNY300mn 3-year corporate bond on the Shanghai Stock Exchange
January 19, the first official bond related to China's one-belt-one-road
programme. It was 2.67x subscribed, issued at par with a 6.34% yield.

This suggests the Shanghai Stock Exchange is regaining its role as an
active bond issuance center alongside the interbank market. Indeed,
we also see some signs of regulators' intentions to revive the Exchange's
role as the main debt financing place for property developers.

While overall issuance has remained low, Exchange activity picked up
towards end-2017. In Q4, total property bond issuance on the Shanghai
Exchange amounted to CNY17bn, 85% higher than the quarterly
average over Q1-Q3. The Shanghai Exchange also seems to have sped
up the approval process, permitting a total issuance quota of CNY73bn
for 15 property developers in Q4, vs 21 in the first three quarters.

Interestingly, we note that the CNY73bn aggregate issuance quota is far
bigger than the CNY47bn aggregate amount of maturing and puttable
bonds in 2018. Why's that? Here, we do not rule out the possibility
that Beijing is ready to tighten bank lending to property developers as
part of the financial deleveraging plan, so she is allowing these active
borrowers to have more room for financing via Exchange-based bond
issuance.

As far as the financing cost is concerned, we find that the average
coupon of AA and AA+ rated issuance (similar to HY offshore) increased
to almost 7% for the 3-year tenor in Dec 2017 (chart 1). Doubtlessly,
that's a result of financial deleveraging, which should make bond
investors wary. Perhaps, because of this, an appreciation of CNY is
badly needed if policymakers want to attract foreign interest in onshore
CNY bonds.

The Context

With CNY depreciation risk alleviated and high yield returns offered,
Chinese onshore bonds should start to look more attractive to foreign
investors. Meanwhile, supporting platforms are also turning more
investor-friendly, with the Bond Connect already in place and the FX
hedging cost much lower after the 20% FX risk requirement was
abolished in September last year. Currently, global portfolios remain
under-allocated to the Chinese onshore bond market (chart 2), so
Chinese policymakers, who are aware of the negative impacts of financial
deleveraging on bond sentiment, might be considering making more
effort to attract foreign demand into Chinese onshore bonds.

Back to Index Page
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Shifting Rate Expectations And Breakevens

The Context

Back to Index Page

By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Editor/Analyst

If the market believes faster inflation is on the way, this should reveal
itself in higher Breakeven Rates (BEIRs). The graphics show the move in
the nominal yield and that in the Breakeven rate (a nominal yield can be
decomposed into an inflation element – the BEIR – and a real yield.
They do not always move in the same direction or magnitude).

And, the greater the BEIR change in relation to the nominal yield
change, the looser credit conditions remain. So, referring to the ‘BEIR
Change as a Percentage of Nominal Yield’ graphic, Japan for instance
has seen a reduction in the real yield (nominal yield = BEIR + real yield).
New Zealand has experienced an alomost pure real yield increase given
there has been little change in its BEIR whilst the nominal yield has
risen. The important point here is the real yields are a proxy for real
borrowing costs. Thus, the lower a BEIR contribution to a nominal yield
rise, the more significant the tightening in credit markets … which
reduces the probability of central bank tightening action (the market is
doing the job for the central bank).

The significance of BEIR changes in relation to nominal yield moves is 
twofold. 

The greater the BEIR move the more the market believes inflation is
likely to accelerate as opposed to higher yields coming from CBs saying
they are going to buy less government debt or because there is more
issuance. The former is more likely to bring to about a material change
in interest rate expectations and probably faster rate hikes.
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This is an excerpt from Marcus’ longer piece. For the full article, please click HERE. 

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/78308/IFI_Monthly_Interest_Rate_Outlook_-_February_2018.pdf
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AUD/NZD – Multi-Year Rounding Bottom Base Nears Completion
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

Back to Index Page

• A multi-year rounding bottom base is nearing 
completion.

• Current pullback off 1.1291 is expected to 
prove corrective in nature.

• Dips to the 200-Week MA are expected to 
attract strong buying interest.

• Below 1.0591 however, threatens further 
congestion/test lower.

• A much more substantial recovery is 
anticipated in due course, targeting 1.1430/63 
ahead of 1.1909.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency 

pairs, fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum 

covered, please contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy near the 200-Week MA for gains to
1.1909. Place stop below 1.0591.

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.1909 50% of the 2011-2015 (1.3796-1.0021) fall 
R4 1.1660 4 September 2013 high, near the 28 October 2013 high at 1.1586 
R3 1.1463 38.2% of the 2011-2015 (1.3796-1.0021) fall, near the 2 July 2015 high at 1.1430 
R2 1.1291 24 October 2017 high, near the 23 March 2016 high at 1.1334 
R1 1.1073 29 January 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 1.0780 200-Week MA 
S2 1.0591 31 July 2017 low 
S3 1.0362 26 June 2017 low, near the 31 January 2017 low at 1.0326 
S4 1.0238 14 September 2016 low 
S5 1.0021 6 April 2015 low 
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The Context

UK 5Yr Swap – Awaits A Rally Extension Targeting 1.516/1.610 
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

• Completed a 17mth symmetrical triangle base
last Sep and rallied strongly to clear an 8½yr
falling trendline.

• New 25mth highs are being posted and firming
daily-monthly studies suggest potentially
significant upside.

• Initial resistance is pegged between
1.516/1.562, beyond which offers potential to
the 1.610/1.619 cluster.

• Sustained strength would then expose the
symmetrical triangle base target at 1.732.

• Over-extended daily studies (RSI highest in
4½yrs) highlight near term corrective risk, but
only under former resistance 1.179 (near the
8½yr falling trendline) would caution for the
1.006 higher low.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near term corrective dips towards
1.250 for a rally extension targeting 1.516/1.610,
perhaps 1.732. Place a protective stop under
former resistance at 1.179.

Resistance Levels 

R5 2.140 19 September 2014 lower high 
R4 1.836 2015 high – 26 June, nr 76.4% of 2.286/0.390 (1.839) and 1.618 proj’n off 0.638 (1.789) 
R3 1.732 Multi-month symmetrical triangle target, nr 23.6% of 6.293-0.390 fall at 1.782 
R2 1.610 30 December 2015 lower high, near 1.382 projection of 0.390/1.100 off 0.638 at 1.619 
R1 1.562 61.8% retrace of 2.286/0.390 fall, nr 1.236 projection of 0.390/1.100 off 0.638 at 1.516 

Support Levels 

S1 1.179 30 November 2017 former high, near an 8½ year falling trendline at 1.169 
S2 1.121 16 January 2018 low 
S3 1.006 8 November/19 December 2017 higher lows 
S4 0.853 14 September 2017 low and former multi-month symmetrical triangle base 
S5 0.720 7 September 2017 higher low 
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